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MEPs relieved at the release of Swedish journalists in Ethiopia but...
Human rights

The release of two Swedish journalists is a relief, but might not tell the whole story on the 
situation in Ethiopia, Human Rights Subcommittee MEPs agreed on Monday afternoon. 
The committee discussed the current human rights situation in Ethiopia in the light of 
recent release of the journalists held in prison there for over a year and the recent death of 
Prime Minister Males Zenawi.

"One of the most pressing issues in terms of human rights in Ethiopia is the crackdown on 
freedom of expression, with hundreds of journalists and political opposition members arrested [--]. 
In addition to this, very repressive legislation hinders the work of human rights organizations", 
said committee chair  Barbara Lochbihler (Greens/EFA, DE).

"Be cautious before making the interpretation that releasing those two Swedish journalists is  a 
sign that Ethiopia is moving in the right direction after the Prime Minister's death", said Leslie 
Lefkow, of Human Rights Watch, noting that the release was planned for months before and was 
now part of an "annual event". 

Ana Gomes (S&D, PT), expressed worries about new laws such as Anti-terrorism law in Ethiopia, 
saying that they make "the climate of fear worse and worse".

Charles Tannock (ECR, UK), recalled that Ethiopia had just recovered from the Stalinist era" and 
that it "faces a real terrorist threat from its neighbours" "We have to see good and bad, even 
though we must not be childish on the release of the Swedish journalists."

"Silver threat is rusty"

Ms Gomes described Ethiopia as one example where "the silver threat that human rights is 
supposed to be is very rusty" and called for more effective action.

On EU human rights policy, Laima Andrikiené (EPP; LT), said that the human rights strategy for 
Ethiopia "should exist also in practice not only in paper".

Rui Tavares (Greens/EFA, PT) suggested sending a European Parliament delegation to Ethiopia 
which he hoped could get access to prisons there.. According to Claire San Filippo, the 
representative of Amnesty International, there are several reports on torture and mistreatment of 
prisoners in Ethiopian detention centres. 

Background

Two Swedish journalists, reporter Martin Schibbye and photographer Johan Persson were 
arrested in July 2011, after entering the country from neighbouring Somalia with fighters from the 
Ogaden National Liberation Front (ONLF) rebel group. Schibbye and Persson were sentenced to 
11 years in jail by an Ethiopian court in December for helping and promoting the ONLF. They 
were released last week.

Watch the video of the debate via EP TV
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/committees/video?event=20120917-1500-
COMMITTEE-DROI
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